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This paper examines the process of phonological integration (replace­
ment of donor language phonemes with recipient language phonemes) 
of English-origin forms in the Croatian speech of second-generation in­
formants in Australia. Phonological integration is de.termined primarily 
by the phonetic form and secondarily by the graphemic form of the origi­
nal Australian English item. It is shown thai" Australian English vowel 
phonemes not found in Croatian (e .g. select monophthongs, diph­
thongs, triphthongs) are nearly always replaced by Croatian vowel pho­
nemes which are dosest to them in terms of place of articulation, ie . partial 
or compromise transplwnemisation in FilipoviC's (1978) terms. The same ap­
plies to consononant phonemes which also undergo complete or par­
tial/compromise transphonemisation, except for a select group of phonemes, 
18/, 18/, Iw/, 1f)/, which retain their phonemic form and remain 'untrans­
phonemised'. This leads to instances where within the same item certain 
phonemes are transphonemised while others remain unchanged . Pho­
nological integration is therefore shown to be a process which is relative 
rather than absolute. This process, which can be represented as a con­
tinuum ranging from donor-Ianguage phonemes at one extreme and 
their equivalent recipient-language phonemes at the other, allows for 
donor-Ianguage phoneme substitution with phonemes which may be 
situated anywhere along this continuum, ie. integration itself may be 
partial or complete. 
'Non-transphonemisation' of 18/,/8/, Iw/, 1f)1 is shown to be linguisticall y 
and perhaps also sociolinguistically moti vated. Linguistically, the articul­
atory 'distance' between these four phonemes and any Croatian pho­
nemes is perceived to be sufficiently great that transphonemisation 
ccases to be a felicitous option. Sociolinguistically, non-transphonemi­
sation of these four phonemes may represent a feature typical of lingui­
stic competence which is itself revealing of generational-membership of 
Speaker. There is, however, much counter-evidence elsewhere in the 
sampie that suggests that linguistic features indicating generational­
-membership of Spcaker are more likely to be expressed through other 
linguistic phenomena, ie. code-switching into English . 
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1.0. Introduction 
The use of single words belonging formally to one language while speaking 
another is perhaps one of the most conspicuous of alllanguage contact phe­
nomena. Importation of words from a donor language to a recipient language 
is a process which interests non-linguists as weIl as linguists, while for a great 
many bilinguals this process is apart of their everyday speech. This paper 
seeks to examine the process by which the phonological form of English-origin 
words is altered or adapted to the phonological system of Croatian and to 
position these findings in relation to previous studies examining Croatian­
-English language contact (eg. SurduCki 1978; JutroniC-Tihomirovic 1985; Fili­
povic 1986,1990). 
In language contact research there is little uniformity of terminology when 
reference is made to a) the process of an element with language x origins being 
used in language y discourse, and b) the result or product of this process. 
Haugen (1956) defines interference as a process, ie. »the overlapping of two 
languages«, while this process is also partly defined by certain manifestations 
which are not a product of it, ie. » ... overlapping not induding the use of 
»unassimilated loanwords or of unrecognisable 'established loans'« (1956:40). 
As a term, interference, has been employed less by subsequent researchers of 
language contact and is now largely restricted to literature on language 
acquisition (See Appel & Muysken, 1987). Clyne (1967) adapts Haugen's and 
Weinreich's (1953) generalist definition of interference by removing references 
to norm-deviation as a characteristic of it and adopts in preference the term 
transference. Transference is defined as the taking on of elements, character­
istics and/or rules from another language. The linguistic consequences of 
transference, ie . the various elements, features, manifestations of rules etc. are 
labelIed transfers (Clyne 1967:19). The term transfer refers only to the example or 
result of the process and is intended to replace other terms used in the field 
such as loanword, switch and particularly borrowing all of which may refer to 
either process or result. As the items under consideration in this paper are 
lexical elements, I adopt lexical transfers here as a defining term. (The term is 
analogous to phonological transfers, semantic transfers etc. and other products of 
transference) . 
Transfers can be subject to integration . Integration is understood as the pres­
ence of phonological, morphological and/or graphemic elements from the 
recipient language in the form of the item which has the effect of »assimilating« 
(Haugen 1956:40) or »adapting« (Clyne 1991 :264) it to the systemes) of the 
recipient language. Integration is also an important criterium in other studies 
which employ the terms borrowing, loanword or switch. According to Appel & 
Muysken (1987:172) the traditional view of distinguishing between borrowing 
and code-switch is the presence of integration markers (phonological, morpho­
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logical and graphemic) . Integration as a distinguishing feature can be prob­
lematic in that various degrees or types of integration are possible according to 
language-specific or Speaker-specific features. At the same time unintegrated 
forms, purely through absence of formal or overt features indicating integra­
tion, may be automatically considered switches of code. For this reason many 
researchers employ criteria other than or in addition to presence of integration 
markers. 
Macro-linguistic freguency, e.g. occurrence of item three times or more, is 
taken as the distinguishing feature of borrowings as oppposed to code-switches 
by Myers-Scotton (1993) while the criteria of recurrence and formal accep­
tance, relying partlyon descriptive/normative sources (ie. dictionaries) are em­
ployed by Treffers-DaHer (1994) in characterising borrowings. Halmari (1997) 
regards phonological unassimilation only, as the determining factor which 
makes a lexical item a code-switch rather than a loanword or borrowing. (The 
terms loanword and bOTTowing are used interchangeably by Halmari (1997) as 
they are by a number of other researchers, ego Baetens Beardsmore, 1982; 
Nortier & Schatz, 1992.) Poplack and her collaborators distinguish a third 
category, nonce loans, which may be integrated (momentarily), as established 
borrowings are, but which appear as single occurrences, a characteristic com­
mon to switches. 
In this paper freguency (micro- or macro-linguistic) of items is not prob­
lematised while descriptive sources of Anglicisms in (homeland) Croatian, ie. 
dictionaries of foreign words, word-lists, research works etc. are consulted 
where the origin of an item in the Australian context can conceivably be traced 
to its status as an Anglicism in homeland Croatian. Here, time of entry and 
type of item are important considerations as time of emigration of informants' 
parents may predate an item's 'acceptance' in homeland Croatian while a 
significant proportion of homeland Anglicisms refer to specialist terminology 
items used in higher register sociolects and/or (usually) urban dialects. (See 
Filipovic 1990: 15-27 for context-specific characteristics of homeland Angli­
cisms and medium-specific sampies chosen for collation of Anglicisms.) It is 
unlikely that the informants of this study would have been exposed to and/or 
have a knowledge of many such Anglicisms due to the socio-economic and 
place-of-origin profiles of informants' parents at the time of their emigration. 
The focus of this paper is restricted to phonological aspects of English­
-origin words and does not concern itself with morphological or morphosyn­
tactic aspects which may or may not accompany phonological integration. 
Phonological integration itself, which is typically thought of as the replace­
ment of phonemes specific to the donor language with those from the recipient 
language, refers to a process which may be complete or partial. This means 
that aH or only some of the phonemes may be adapted while adaptation may 
vary from adoption of recipient language phonemes to phonemes whose place 
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and rnanner of articulation is sornewhere between those of the donor language 
and those of the recipient language . Phonological integration can be seen as a 
continuurn which rnay describe a variety of phonological representations. 
2.0. Informants and sarnple 
The corpus, on which the data of this paper are based, was collected frorn 
recorded interviews conducted in Croatian with 100 Croatian-Australians. 
Most inforrnants (87) were born in Australia to parents who had rnigrated to 
Australia as adults and in both sociological and linguistic terms are considered 
rnernbers of the second generation of an ethnic group and speech cornrnunity. 
A smaller nurnber of inforrnants (13) were born in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croa­
tia or Gerrnany and ca rne to Australia as young children. Their inclusion here 
as second-generation inforrnants is justified by the fact that all arrived in Austra­
lia at pre-school age (5years old) and have had all their education in Australia in 
English, which is the case with those born in Australia. All informants are spea­
kers of the Stokavski dialect of Croatian and all inforrnants' parents arrived in 
Australia at the age of 15 or older. The age of inforrnants ranged frorn 16 to 32. 
The recorded interviews were carried out frorn March to September 1996. 
While no atternpt was made to test proficiency in either language, English 
was presurned to be the dominant language and Croatian the non-dominant 
language of the inforrnants. This presumption was based on several factors: 
the use of Croatian is usually functionally restricted to the domain of home/ 
/family while English is used in most other areas, including communication 
settings with other second-generation Croatian-Australians; my personal and 
anecdotal knowledge of the language habits of second-generation members; 
explicit statements made by some informants during the course of the inter­
views which indicate restricted communicative competence in Croatian, e. g. 
Ne mogu ti to reCi na hrvatskom ... ('I can't say that in Croatian ... '). 
Recorded interviews with informants lasted between 20 and 120 minutes. A 
15-20 minute segment was chosen from each interview and transcribed. 
Transcription included approximate length of unfiIled pauses, filled pauses, 
paralinguistic markers such as laughter or coughing but not features such as 
volume, intonation, word-stress or facial expression. In most cases infor­
mants' discourse was transcribed according to Croatian orthography. Those 
items containing elements which appeared to diverge from the Croatian 
phonological system are represented by a narrow or phonetic transcription. 
The interviews consisted of non-spontaneous speech given by informants, 
usually in response to questions given by the interviewer and prompted by 
visual stimuli provided, ie. picture descriptions. Although the interviews were 
'loosely structured' there is a degree of comparability across the sampie 
through the rough similarity of questions asked and the same pictures being 
shown to all informants. 
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The corpus numbers ca. 148000 tokens and contains 209 phonologically 
integrated lexical transfers which appear 304 times. This suggests in the first 
place that phonologically integrated items are statistically very infrequent. 
Their incidence is compared to that of unintegrated forms, of which there are 
3362 single word switches and 608 multiple-word switches. 
Lexical transfers are found in the speech of 86 of the informants. Distri ­
bution within individual transcripts and across the sampIe of transcripts is not 
significantly varying. 
Data on each informant is given in round brackets after each utterance (see 
below). The first number refers to informant number, 'M' or 'F' refers to gender 
while the last number indicates the informant's age. (eg. '73,M,21' signifies: 
informant number 73, male, 21 years old.) 
3.0. Phonological integration - Vowels 
There are five vowel phonemes, all monophthongs, in Croatian: liJ, lei, lai, 
101, lu/. (The phoneme Ir/ mayaIso be vocalic. Syllabic Ir/, often represented as 
Irl or I~I is more sonorous and measurably longer than consonantal Irl and 
occurs in the following environments: C_C, #_C, C_#.) Croatian has no 
diphthongs or triphthongs. (Although Baric et al.(1990:409) states that the 
proto-Slavic reflex jat (e) has in literary Croatian developed into diphthongal 
[.!.>] or triphthongal [~]. EIsewhere, Brozovic (1973) suggests that amongst the 
vocalic phonemes there is also the facultative phone, [iie], which has diph­
thongal qualities and which is represented graphemically as Oje}.) 
Australian English has 12 monophthongs: liJ, II/, lei, lCEI, IAI, lai, lvi, IJI, 10/, 
lai, 13/, lai; eight diphthongs: leI/, lau, 100/, lao/, IJu, IIa/, lea/, loa/; and two 
triphthongs: Ima/, aoal (Finegan et al.,1992:40) 
In terms of place of articulation, Croatian vowels are not reduced, regard­
less of word or sentence stress. Croatian vocalic phonemes may occur in any 
environment (initially, medially, finally, before or after any consonant). In 
comparison, the distribution of English vocalic phonemes is influenced by 
word stress. While all can occur in initial or medial position, some never occur 














Australian English Croatian 
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As Figure 1 shows, there are few (monophthong) vowel phonemes with 
exactIy the same features shared by both languages - li/, lei and laI. Where 
these phonemes occur in the Australian English original no change need take 
place in the process of phonological integration. Haugen (1956) refers to this 
process of integration without replacement as "importation" (1956 :50), result ­
ing in what Filipovic terms "complete transphonemisation" (1986:72). Where 
non-correspondence of phonemes occurs, replacement or "substitution" 
(Haugen,1956:50) with recipient language phonemes takes places. Recipient 
language phonemes may share either the same place or the same manner of 
articulation with the donor language phoneme but equivalence of the respec­
tive phonemes is not exact, resulting in "partial or compromise transphonemi­
sation" (Filipovic 1986 :72). Further, Filipovic (1986) distinguishes a third pro­
cess, "free transphonemisation" (1986:72) in which phonemes are replaced not 
by other phonemes with which they share certain features but by phonemes 
which may graphemically (approximately) correspond to donor language 
pho- nemes, or, alternately, choice of replacement phoneme may be dictated 
by other, extra-linguistic factors. Lastly, as I suggest below (see 4.0. Conso­
nants), non-correspondence of phonemes may not automatically necessitate 
substitution, rather, (select) phonemes specific to the donor language may re­
main unreplaced or unchanged, resulting in importation of phonemes non-in­
digenous to the recipient language. Where within the same item containing 
phonemes specific to the donor language select phonemes are substituted and 
other select phonemes are imported partial integration is the result. As is sug­
gested below, linguistic andJor sociolinguistic factors may be responsible for 
this. 
The following instances of Croatian vowel phonemes replacing English 
ones are observed . Those examples marked with an asterisk (*) are considered 
atypical because they bear phones based on the graphemic and not phonetic 
model of the English original. These graphemically motivated examples also 
have a significantly lower statistical frequency. 
Each transfer is underlined and a phonetic transcription in square brackets 
is given irnmediately following. English glosses are 'free translations' of the 
original utterance with the lexical transfer in its original form underlined. A 
phonetic transcription of the Australian English form of the lexical transfer is 
given in square brackets as a point of comparison to the phonologically in­
tegrated form. Filled pauses usually represented in English orthography as 
um, ah, er, mm, oh etc. are represented phonetically without square brackets, 
ie. Am, a:, 3:, mn:, 0: or OU etc. Unintegrated elements which appear in the 
original utterances are represented according to their English spelling, ego 
yeah, Ginifer, CRC are represented as yeah, Ginifer, CRC. 
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i) English monophthong -+ Croatian monophthong: 
[i] 	 -+ [i] "Ja sam vecrazbio zid!I.z:i ['izi] prozor!" (51,F,18) 
"rve already smashed the wall! (It'll be) ?ClfJY ['izi] to smash) the 
window!" 
[I] 	 -+ [i] ... imaju p.i~J:li~ ['piknik] na bic (46,M,20) 

... they're having a p.i.mü;: ['plkmk] at the beach. 

[e] 	-+ [e] Yeah, .r.~Dt!! ['renta] je malo veca zato sto ... (57,M,23) 

Yeah, the !..eJJ...t [lent] is a little more because.. . 

[ce]-+ [e] ... iI3..~J~.r.~.t ['beieret] i na one jezere... (42,F,25) 

... and ßqJlilmt ['bcelarcet] and to those lakes ... 

-+ *[a] ... drama, znas, .!!!st~.r.i ['akteri] su jako dobro ... (8,M,20) 
... drama, you know, the ClffQ!fJ ['cektez] are very good ... 
[I] 	 -+ [I] . .. kako da ti kazem . .. nap..Ci..r.t~ ['parti] . (20,M,18) 

... how can I say it ... at a PWtJ/ ['pati, 'pari] 

[A] 	-+ [al ... kao Ijudi njima napravili kao tr<:ll:>~1 ['trabel] (97,F,17) 
... like people caused them like .t.r.pL.I.bk ['trAbet]. 
-+ *[u] ... to je mozda deset minuta sa Q!l.~Q!!! ['busom] (80,F,20) 
... that's maybe ten minutes with the bYfJ [bAS]. 
[0] 	 -) [0] ... 0: yeah, veliki .~Q.P' Uop] sada ... ali, Am... (52,F,21) 

... oh yeah, the big fJho.p Uop] now ... but, um .. . 

-+ *[a] Kad sam poceo tu u K}Y.'!D..t.<:l.~.1,! ['kwantasu] ... (53,M,32) 
When I started here at QClrzJClfJ ['kwontas] ... 
[0] 	-+ [0] ... u majice, u ~Q.r.t~ ... Uorts] . .. 3: dosta ptica. -. (20,M,18) 
... in t-shirts, in fJh()TJfJ U0:tS] ... er ... lots ofbirds ... 
[0] 	-+ [u] Tako je f.l:11f.iJQYCiQ [ful'fiIovao] ... sedmi grijeh. (8,M,20) 
That's how he fttlft.lJe.4. [fuH'rld] ... the seventh sin. 
[u] -+ [u] ... nisam voljela ... samo .~~:t1.piq ['ftfupid] ... (5,F,17) 

... I didn 't like it ... jusfs.JL.lpi.4. ['stfupad] ... 

[3] 	 -+ [e] Jedan prijateij iz j:t1.I1iy~.r.$it~t<l [juniversi'teta] .. . (8, M,20) 
One friend from Hrzive!$.(ty [juna'v3sati] . . . 
ii) Australian English reduced vowel-+ Croatian full vowel: 
[al -+ [i] . . . popravljat, kao... ljepsiQ.f.i.$ ['ofis] iIi .. . (49,M,23) 
.. . fix up, like ... a nicer affig; ['ofIs] or... 
-+ [e] . .. maIil:>iz:D~? ['biznes] ili nesto tako . .. (6,F,21) 
... a small bys.il1?fJS. ['bJznas] or something like that ... 
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~ [a] ... to ~a.I:>9.r(lt(rr:i [la'boratori] za prehranu .. . (13,F,26) 
... that lq}J.Pr.a.J9!Y [la'boretri]JorJood produce.. . 
~ [0] ... je bio jako, AIll ... dobro pirijQ9 ['pirijod] u ... (8,M,20) 
... it was a really, um ... good pe.ri94 ['pIarijad] in .. . 
The graphemic form of the English original appears to inclicate which fuB 
vowel is allocated, but not always: 
[a] 	~ [u] .. . znas gdje je Ginifers.t~j~llP ['ste:Junl, nije ... (62,F,19) 
... you know where Ginifers..t.C1Jioll ['steIfan] is, it isn 't ... 
~ [al Yeah, yeah ... tr(lclj~(l:n. [tra'difan] ... (smijese) ... (88,F,17) 
Yeah, yeah ... t!(lIiiti9.11 [tra'difan] ... (laughter) .. . 
iü) Australian English monophthong ~ Croatian monophthong + semi­
-vowel [j) 
[i] 	~ *[e]+[j] ... u~iciI1~j ['sidnej] smo bili ... (28,M,31) 

... in$y411e.y ['sldni] we were .. . 

The form of the original, 'Sydney', containing the grapheme 'y' whose 
phonic quality in English is most often [j), appears to provide the reason for 
this change. As there are no other cases where AE [i] is not rendered as C [iJ, I 
consider this example exceptional. 
iv) Australian English diphthong ~ Croatian monophthong: 
[eI] ~ [e] ... pakujem one1<Q:n.t~I1~r:dkon'tenere] i tako ... (7,M,21) 
'" I pack the(;()11t(li11e.rs. [kan'temaz] and so .. . 
~ [al ... za skolu sam isao u$a.pt [sant] Albans ... (21,M27) 
... Jor school I went tO$Hf11t [semt] Albans .. . 
[al] ~ *[i] Am ... matematicna . . . p.H()I()cl~i [bi'jolod3i] . .. (88,F,17) 
Um .. . mathematics ... b.i.o..!Qgy [bai'jotad3i] ... 
[00] ~ [0] ... imas sesnaestQygra. ['overa] za svaki tim . (46, M,20) 
... you 've got sixteen 9Z?f?I$. ['oovaz] Jor each team. 
[ia] ~ *[e] ... ako je ispodz:~r:9 ['zero], onda moze poceti (53,M,32) 
... if it's below :z,qp ['zlalOo], then it can start to ... 
[ea] ~ [e] ... ja cu zivjet tu u istoj ~riji ['eriji] ... ( 4,F ,20) 
... [,ll live here in the same flrfP: ['ea.I.ija] ... 
~ *[a] smo u a.rij~ ['arije] di se samo pije, di se viSe ... (66,M,21) 
we're in an ll,re.ll, ['ea.I.ija] where people only drink, where more ... 
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v) English diphthong-> Croatian monophthong + semi-vowel [j]: 
[eI] -> [e] + [j] Tu su zivjeli ... u Fyt?k!~j ['futskrej] ... (2,F,27) 
They lived here ... in f()()t.~crCl:Y ['fotskreI] ... 
[ai] -> [al + [j] ... kemiju, 3: ... lJCijQlc~:rDi?tri [bajo'kemistri] ... (20,M, 
18) 
... chemistry, er .. . b..i()~h?I!li.Eitry [ba~oo'kemIstri] ... 
-> [e] + [j] ... tamo doli u1~jgQfl ['lejgon] Strit i isto ... (46,M,20) 
... down there in):'ygQ}] ['lalgon] Street and also ... 
[oi] -> [0] + [j] ... za QjQjD~.rt ['d3ojneri] i ... razne stvari ... (48,M,21) 
... for the jQine.!Y. ['d3,:,ma~i] and ... various things ... 
vi) English diphthong - 2 Croatian monophthongs 
[ao] -> [al + [u] Ja nisam uzela tajm..i:ll,lJ [aut] ja nisam htila (60,F,26) 
I didn't take timeoyt [aot], I didn't want to ... 
vii) English triphthong-> Croatian monophthong [j] + [e] 
[aIa] -> [al + [j] + [e] Na fakultetu ucim?i:lj~D.S ['sajens] uCim (20,M, 
18) 
At university I'm studying Eiq?n~? ['saIians] ... I'm 
studying ... 
viii) Vowel epenthesis 
[0]-> [i] ISla sam isto u Sent AHlJi:lfl~, [sent 'alibanz] zove se ... (62,F, 
19) 
I also went to Saint 6I/JIJn.s. [semt '-Jlbanz], it's calted ... 
The last item appears to be an unusual instance of epenthesis. The form 
[sent alibanz] was produced twice by the same informant. An apparent 
motivation for epenthesis may be avoidance of the velarised lateral [tl in 
post-vocalic position. (It is unclear why the vowel [i] is inserted - frequency of 
the phonotactic structure JaJ + /1J + JiI may provide some explanation.) [tJ is 
not a Croatian phone, although degrees of velarisation of post-vocalic laterals 
amongst other integrated transfers are detectable. Avoidance of [tl mayaiso 
explain why the lateral is dropped altogether from the following example: 
'" meni je to QrCiH, [orajt] ali, Am ... sve moje prijatelje zivu u ... na ... 
(3,F,19) 
... it'slllright [,:,baItJ by me, but, um .. . alt my Jriends live in ... on ... 
Avoidance of [tl mayaiso partly explain the form of other transfers such as 
['afiionalistitfko] and [tra 'difijalno]. (See partially integrated transfers, 5.0.) 
Another form [sent albanzJ without epenthesis for the same referrent was 
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later given in the same interview: 
... ona ide u CRC [siiasi], $~DtAJlJ<:tD~ [sent albanz] 

... she goes to CRC (Catholic Regional College), $l!!lLAlpt:m.~ [semt '.Jtbanz]. 

In other instances, the graphemic form of the English original may explain 
why apparent vowel insertion has taken place . The following two examples 
are not as clear-cut become some speakers do not delete vowels. The Mac­
quarie Dictionary (1981 :287,1556) gives alternate forms of pronunication for 
'secretary' - (sekratri, sekratari] and 'Canberra' - [krenbara, krenbra]. 
(0]/(e] - (e] 	 Tamo je bio predsjednik, potpredsjednik, ~.~lg~t~.r.i, 
['sekreteri] ... (66,M,21) 
The president was there, the vice-president, the !?ß.f!?t.f:l:!Y 
('sekrat( a )ri] ... 
... isto sam bila u .K<:t.~Q.~i ['kamberi] ... to je prije ... tri, 

cetiri godine (62,F,19) 

... I've also been to (f:l:11.pe.!!'l: ['krenb( a )ra] ... that's ... three, 

Jour years ago. 
The following instance, however, clearly shows the influence of the gra­
phemic form of the original: 
[0] - (u] ... ima ... puno auto, to je D<:tJ.l.lral.ll.9 ['naturalno] kad ima 
puno ... (85,F,17) 
... there's ... a lot oJ cars, that's!ll!tJt!f:l:l ('nretJlal] when there's a lot 
oJ. .. 
The differences in place and manner of articulation of phonemes tend to 
lead to integration of English transferred words according to the following 
patterns. 
An unbroken line between the Australian English phoneme and its Cro­
atian replacement indicates that the connectedness between the two is un­
marked, ie. in terms of closeness of place of articulation and statistical fre­
quency an Australian English phoneme is more likely to be replaced with a 
Croatian phoneme or phonemes. A broken line between the Australian En­
glish phoneme and its Croatian equivalent indicates a marked relationship 
between the two: the choice of Croatian replacement is likely to have been 
dictacted by the graphemic form of the English original and such examples are 
infrequent. 
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Figure 2 
Substitution of vowel phones 
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Australian English Reduced Croatian Full Vowel 
Vowel 
_. .. .. [i] 
.... - [ ] 
... :.::_.--.-----. e 
[a] •=fE: ; : - - - - - - - - - - - -. [a] 
... ::::::: ... . .. [0] 
' ...... [u] 
Australian English Monophthong 	 Croatian Monophthong + 
Semi-Vowel 
[i] ............. . ...... [e] + [j] 
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Australian English Diphthong 	 Croatian Monophthong 





[la] -- .... -.- .. 
[00] ----- [0] 
Australian English Diphthong 	 Croatian Monophthong + 
Semi-Vowel 
[eI] ~ [e] + [j] 
[aJ] -	 [a] + [j] 
[~)I] ----- [0] + [j] 
Australian English Diphthong 	 Croatian Monophthong + 
Monophthong 
[au] ----- [a] + [u] 
Australian English Triphthong 	 Croatian Monophthong + 
Semi-Vowel + Monophthong 
raJa] ----- [a] + [j] + [e] 
The phonemic and distributional differences between the vocalic phone­
mes of the two languages result in the replacement of some Australian English 
phonemes by Croatian ones. The data suggest that Australian English vocalic 
segments undergo change of phonetic qualities with the following tenclencies: 
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Monophthongs 
(i) 	 All high front vowels, whether lax or tense, are realised as tense 
vowels . 
(ii) 	 Upper mid-central rounded [3] becomes upper mid-front un­
rounded [e]. 
(iii) 	 Low front unrounded [~], occupying amid-point between the 
two dosest Croatian equivalents, becomes either upper 
mid-front unrounded [e] or low central unrounded [al . 
(iv) 	 Low central [al retains its qualities while the other low central 
vowel, [A], [-length] is also usually realised as [al. 
(v) 	 Mid-back rounded [J] becomes upper mid-back rounded [0]. 
(vi) 	 Low back rounded [0] becomes upper mid-back rounded [0] or 
low central unrounded [al in certain instances where the 
graphemic form of the English original is taken as the model in 
determining vowel phoneme replacement. 
(vii) 	 High tense central rounded [ti] and high lax back rounded [öl 
both become high tense back rounded [u]. 
The data dearly suggest that monophthongs specific to Australian English 
are realised in Croatian by monophthongs with the dosest similarity in form 
and which have two or more common features according to place of articu­
lation. 
(viii) 	 Mid-central unrounded [al takes on the quality of a full Croatian 
vowel usually according to its graphemic representation in the 
English original. [al can become [i], [e], [al, [0] or [u] . 
Diphthongs 
(ix) 	 The diphthong [eI] becomes either low central unrounded [al or 
upper mid-front unrounded [e] with or without post-positioned 
semi-vowel [j], regardless of position or environment. As has 
been suggested by researchers of Australian English, (Durie & 
Hajek 1994; Clark 1989) the initial vocalic quality of this 
diphthong is doser to a low front rather than an upper 
mid-position, and would be better captured as [~I]. This then 
explains why the Croatian realisation of this diphthong is similar 
to the realisation of the monophthong [~]. 
(x) 	 The diphthong [oö], starting from an upper mid-back rounded 
position moving to a high central rounded position is rendered as 
[0], according to the place of articulation of the initial vowel 
quality. 
(xi) 	 The diphthong [ia], starting from an upper front unrounded 
position and moving to a mid-central unrounded position is 
represented with [e] which occupies amid-front position 
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mid-way between the two points of articulation of the 
diphthong. 
(xii) 	 [e;3] is articulated initially in an upper mid-front rounded and 
moves to a mid-central unrounded position. It is represented in 
Croatian by the upper mid-front rounded monophthong [e]. 
Graphemic transference explains its infrequent realisation as [a]. 
(xiii) 	 The diphthong [al] is represented in Croatian by equivalents that 
also have sliding vowel qualities: low central rounded [al or 
upper mid-front unrounded [e] plus semi-vowel [j]. Graphemic 
transference explains its infrequent realisation as [i]. 
(xiv) 	 [~I] is articulated initially in mid-back rounded position and 
moves to a high front unrounded position. This is represen ted by 
the upper mid-back rounded monophthong [0] and semi-vowel 
[j] . 
(xv) 	 [au] is replaced with two Croatian monophthongs [al + [u]. Both 
Croatian replacements correspond to the initial and final places 
of articulation of [au]. 
(xvi) 	 The diphthong [U;3] is not found in the form of any English 
originals. This is unsurprising as the phonetic representation of 
[ö;3] varies considerably according to speaker and therefore its 
status as a diphthong is also disputed. Clark (1989) and Finegan 
et. al. (1992) record that the vowel quality in tour has a 
centralising off-glide and is given diphthongal representation, 
[ö;3]. Clark (1989:211) also reports that for some speakers the 
vowel quality is more rounded, [H:], or even disyllabic, [H:a]. 
Durie and Hajek (1994) employ the following transcription, [ö:], 
according to an approach using a monophthongal representation 
for ailiong vowels with a tendency to centralising off-glides 
(1994:102). The variable realisation of [ua] is likely to limit the 
statistical frequency by which it is captured phonetically as the 
diphthong [Ö;3]. 
Australian English diphthongs nearly always have 'descending' intona­
tion, ie. the first element is stressed or sonorous. Consequently, diphthongs 
are realised in Croatian by monophthongs only or monophthongs + semi­
-vowel /j/ that have the same pI ace and manner of articulation as the initial 
element. The second or final vowel of the original is either not realised or is 
represented by a semi-vowel only. In only one instance is a diphthong real­
ised disyllabically with two monophthongs. 
Triphthongs 
(xvi) 	 The triphthong [aI;3], which is articulated initially in a low central 
unrounded position, medially in a high front position and finally 
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in a mid-central position retains in its Croatian representation the 
first two elements. Final mid-central unrounded Cd] is replaced by 
upper mid-front unrounded Ce]. 
Vowel phoneme substitution is compared here with the finctings from 
other studies of English-Croatian contact. SurduCki (1978) includes Angli­
cisms found in homeland written sources and English elements found in the 
speech of immigrants in Canada . (The two sources of Anglicisms are sepa­
rated by a slash: the first-given category refers to homeland sources; the se­
cond referst to emigre sources (see table 1 below).) Jutronic-TihomiroviC's 
(1985) data are based on pt, 2nd and yd generation speakers in Pennsylvania 
while FilipoviC's (1986, 1990) data largely contain Anglicisms present in home­
land Croatian. Both Filipovic and SurduCki recognise the influence of the gra­
phemic form in determining choice of substituted vowel phoneme in home­
land Anglidsms. Examples in which the graphemic form of the English origi­
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Comparison of transphonemisation of monophthongs 

English Croatian SurduCki Jutronic· Filipovic Present 

Phoneme Phoneme 1978 -Tihomirovic 1985 1986,1990 Study 

+/+ + + + 
e+j -/- + 
+/+ + + + 
e +/- (+) 
e/E" e +/+ + + + 
+ 
--- a -/+ 
3 e +/+ + + + 
(+)/+ (+) 
0 -/- (+) 
u (+)/+ 
r.... -/+ 
CE e +/+ + + + 
a +/+ + (+) 
a a +/+ + + + 
A a +/+ + + + 
0 +/+ (+) 
u -/(+) (+) (+) 
D 0 +/+ + + + 
D ...... a +/+ + 
,) 	 0 +/+ + + + 
u -/- + 
a+u (+)/(+) 
u u +/+ + + + 
tI u +/+ + + + 
a -7 -/- + + + 
e -/- + + + 
a +/+ + + + 
-7 0 +/+ + + + 
u +/+ + + + 
-7 r +/+ 
.. The Australian mid-front vowel is generally articulated in a higher position and is 
usually represented by the phoneme lei (Durie & Hajek 1994:98; Finegan et al. 1992: 
48) . North American and British variants are usually articulated at a lower position and 
commonJy represented as lei, (Ladefoged1982 : 75). 
.... In Croatian Irl m:7e be either vocalic or non-vocalic. Vocalic Ir! is represented as lr] . 
...... According to La efoged, some Midwestem and Califomian speakers do not dis ­
tinguish between Ia/, /01 and I~I (1982: 76). Although SurduCki and Jutronic-Tihomiro­
vic do not include examples of speakers from these areas, substitution of IDI with Ia/ in 
examples Iike 'shop' > Isapi> [rap], 'block' > Iblakl > [blak] appears characteristic of 
North American English models. 
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Comparison of transphonemisation of diphthongs and triphthongs 

English Croatian SurduCki Jutronic- Filipovic Present 
Phoneme Phoneme 1978 -Tihomirovic 1985 1986,1990 Study 
aJ --+ a+j +/+ + + + 
--+ e+j -/- + 
--+ (+ )/( +) (+) (+) 
el --+ e+j +/+ + + + 
--+ a -/- + 
--+ e +/+ + + 
Oö --+ 0 +/+ + + + 
aö --+ a+u +/+ + + + 
--+ o+v +/- + 

--+ a -/+ + 

--+ 0 -/+ 

--+ u +/+ (+) 

.)J 	 --+ o+j +/+ + + + 
Ja 	 --+ e -/- (+) 
--+ +/+ + + 
--+ j+e+r -/- + 
ea 	 --+ e +/+ + + + 
--+ a (+)/- (+) 
öa --+ u +/+ + + + 
aJa --+ a+j -/- + 
--+ a+j+e -/+ + 
aöd --+ a+o -/+ 
The findings of this study are eomparable to those of studies whieh exam­
ine emigre and homeland situations. This is not the ease with vowel pho­
nemes. The proeesses whieh operate in the phonologieal integration of trans­
fers appear to be the following: those phonemes whieh are not part of the 
Croatian inventory of phonemes are replaeed by those Croatian phonemes 
whieh have the highest degree of similarity of features. This suggests that 
there is a eertain primaey of the phonetie form of the English original whieh 
determines degree and type of phoneme replaeement. Examples in whieh 
phoneme replaeement does not follow this model ean be attributed to the in­
fluenee of the graphie form of the original where this differs recognisably from 
the phonetie form and/or idiosyneracies of various informants and sourees. 
Monophthongs are represented aeeording to feature-similar Croatian models; 
diphthongs are redueed to monophthongs or monophthong + semi-vowel; 
triphthongs are replaeed with monophthong + monophthong or semi-vowel. 
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4.0. Consonants 
Croatian and Australian English each have 24 consonantal phonemes. 
Each language has six consonantal phonemes not found in the other. Irl, !lil, 
Ir/, lxi, It~1 (c), Idjl (d) are not found in English. Consonantal phonemes not 
found in Croatian are: 18/,/0/, IJ/, IT)/, Iw/, /h/. 
Table 3 

Consonantal phonemes of Australian English 






>.... ~ m 






Stops pb td 
Nasals m n 
Fricatives fv 80 sz f3 




Consonantal phonemes of Croatian 
Place of articulation 
........ mm -0-0 QJ
QJ >> -;;;-;;; 
. .!. 6 ro c "';;i "';;i 
QJ ~ ~ 
0 P- P-
Stops pb td 






fv sz f3 

















Where symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right represents a voiced 
consonant. 
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All Croatian consonantal phonemes can occur initially, medially and final­
ly. In Australian English, /IJ/ and /3/ do not occur in initial position; 11/, /w/, lhI 
cannot occur finally. All other consonants can occur in any position. 
The following instances of Croatian consonantal phonemes replacing 
English ones are observed: 
(i) 	 Alveolar trill [r] replaces the post-alveolar approximant [1] when 
it is voiced: 
... a: ... rl:Dt [rent] je relativno jeftin... (25,M,31) 
... ah ... ren} [lent] is relatively cheap. 
and when it is devoiced: 
... mozda ovi igraju krik~.t ['kriket] ili nogomet ovdje na pijesku ... 
(49,M,23) 
. .. perhaps they're playing gic:.kßt ['kukat] or soccer here on the sand. 
Alveolar trill [r] can occur in medial position preceding another consonant. 
Occurrence here is due almost certainly to graphemic influence of the English 
original in which the alveolar approximant is non-rhotacised . 
... majice sa kratkih rukava,s()rt~ [sorts], kupac'1ce gare. 
(31,F,27) 
... t-shirts with short sleeves, tJh()r.ttJ U,Jts], bathers . 
[r] also occurs in final position, replacing non-rhotacised 11/ in most cases: 
... kako se kaze, .f.jJ~r, tE;rDl:d'fiter, 'terner] ... za stroj. (35,M,32) 
... how do you say it, fjtter,tymq ... !or machinery. 
but not in all: 
... volim isto, kao ... Sylvester StaIlone,l:<lifuaIlgii ['klifhaIJa] 
volim ... (54,M,16) 
... llike also, like .. . Sylvester Stallone,clif.!hq:f]..ger ['khfh~IJa] I 
like ... 
(ii) 	 Influence of the graphemic form of the English original appears 
also to be present in some of the following examples. The 
grapheme (c) is always rendered as an alveolar affricate in 
Croatian which explains why [ts] replaces the alveolar fricative 
[s] from the original : 
U kino idem van s prijatelji u .c:itijll, ['tsitiju], you know ... 
(90,F,16) 
I go out to the cinema with friends to theqty ['sIti] you know ... 
In equivalent examples the graphemic form of the English transfer does not 
give rise to consonantal change and the alveolar fricative is retained: 
.. . i onda su mi preporucili da idem usiti ['siti], tamo je bolje ... 
i tako. (53,M,32) 
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.. . and then they recommended to me to go to the c.ity ['sIti], it's better 
there ... and so ... 
... uCit kao na komjputeru i to prQ~~?ir.<:iti [prose'sirati] a ja 
nisam ... (60,F,26) 
. .. to learn like on the computer and to prqc:!::ss ['plOösas] it, but I 
didn 't .. . 
(iii) 	 Application of assimilation mIes: 
alveolar fricative -+ palato-alveolar fricative I __ palato-alveolar 
affricate 
... sve je bilo pre . . . prekinito i, nisam voljela .. . samo ~~.t!.pt<:l 
['ftfupid] ... (5,F,17) 
... everything was dis ... disrupted and I didn 't like it ... (it was) just 
$.t.ypid ['stftlpad] .. . 
velar nasal- bilabial nasal I __ bilabial (in some varieties of Croatian) 
... u Sidnej, smo bili UKCiI:n.:l:>~rj ['kamberi] ... (28,M,31) 
... in Sydney, we were in ({l11./Jß!r.a ['kcenb(a)ra] ... 
(iv) 	 The glottal approximant [h] is not realised as its homograph in 
Croatian, the velar fricative [x], but remains unchanged: 
Ne, imamo video i ne .. . ne Q.<:ijrCiI:n.:Q ['hajramo] puno videos, 
gledamo sad (49,M,23) 
No, we have a video and we don 't. .. we don't bIT!:: ['haia] a lot of 
videos, we watch now .. . 
.. . ako je sin, ako je sin . .. ja bi ga poslao u Q.Cij?!s1,1), [haj skul] 
yeah ... (20,M,18) 
... if it's a son, if it's a son ... I would send him to a bighschqql [hai 
skat], yeah . .. 
(v) 	 Consonant phonemes which have no direct Croatian 
equivalents, such as 18/, 18/, I~/, 1f)1 are also retained . All other 
consonant and vowel phonemes are substituted with indigenous 
equivalents. These forms can be considered phonologically 
partially integrated . (See also below 5.0 - Partially integrated 
transfers . ) 
... kao ... Njl,l$Ql,lt.hW~I~ [J1U sau8 wels] za sest, sest mjeseci ... 
(17,M,22) 
... like ... N.@$.oyJhWlJ:le.:>.. [nj1:l san8 werlz]jor six, six months . .. 
. .. vise prodamo kolace i tako dalje ... yeah ... ith~tsjt. [8ets it] 
yeah ... (62,F,19) 
... we seil more cakes and so on . .. yeah . . . and thqÜ;i t [8cets It], 
yeah .. . 
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... i ovi filmovi izHgEY".:tlcI<:i ['holiwuda] koji su ... (7,M,21) 
. . . and these films from f!(}UYW(}otj ['hnHwud] which are ... 
... bio sam u W.:tllc)IlgQf.\gtl ['wulon9oI)gu], to je isto samo ... 
(12,M,25) 
... I was in W9Qll(}IJg(}IJg ['wutangoI)], which is also jus ... 
... mozda u ... tamo ... prema P~~IQf.\g:tl ['dZiloI)gu] tamo ... 
Corio Bay ... (83,M,24) 
... maybe in ... there ... towards Gf?e.l9.1Jg ['d3afoI)] over there ... Corio 
Bay ... 
These consonant phonemes are also retained where IJ/ is replaced with Ir/, 
Mislim da je u .$.Q.1..1.thJ~Jj, [sauS 'jeri] nisam, nisam siguran ... 
(8,M,20) 
I think that it's in .?'QyJbYll,!!.ll, [sauS 'jce~a], I'm not, I'm not sure ... 
Vozimo se mozda cetiri, pet sati tamo U:rs~rC3:Dg:tl, [ke'raI)gu] 
blizu ... (73,M,21) 
We drive maybe Jour,five hours there to Krra..1Jg [ka'~ceI)], dose to ... 
... gdje jos nisam bio ... u P<:irY':'if.\:tl ['darwinu] nisam i ... 
(21,M,27) 
... where haven't I been ... in l)ll,!WiIJ ['da:wan] I haven't (been) 
and ... 
... sto onu guzvu dobijes na JrtY".~j ['friwe:], ja to obidem. 
(42,F,25) 
... the heavy traffic on the frf!.f!.Wll,Y ['uiwer], I avoid that. 
Replacement of donor-language consonantal phones by recipient-lan­
guage phonemes operates according to the following pattern: those pho­
nemes which have identical or near identical pI ace and manner of articulation 
such as to the phonemes in the donor model replace these. These identically 
corresponding phonemes, /bl, 19/, Im/, In/, If/, lvi, IfI, I~ and Ijl constitute the 
largest group of consonantal phonemes. (See above table 3). Filipovic (1986: 
72) labels the swapping over of (near-) identical phonemes in the process of 
phonological integration "complete transphonemisation". 
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Identical or complete transphonemisation of consonants 

English Croatian English Croatian 

Phoneme Phoneme grapheme grapheme 

(b)Ibl ---+ Ibl (b) 
191 ---+ 191 (9) (9) 
Im! ---+ Iml (m) (m) 
lvi ---+ lvi (v) (v) 
Ifl ---+ Ifl (sh) (S) 
(zh) (z)131 ---+ 131 
Ijl ---+ Ijl (y) (j) 
Itfl ---+ Itfl (ch) (0 
Id31 ---+ Id31 (j) (dz) 
Identical or complete transphonemisation also occurs for the phonemes 
Ip/, fk/ and /lJ where they are realised in transfers which contain the phones 
[p], [k] and [1]. Where Ip/, /kl and /lJ are realised according to other (allo-) 
phones, such as [ph] and [kh] (in word initial or stressed syllable initial posi­
tion), identical or complete transphonemisation cannot occur as these phones 
are not found in the Croatian phonological inventory. Filipovic (1986) catego­
rises these phonemes which have undergone a change in place of articulation 
but no or little change in manner of articulation as examples of "partial or 
compromise transphonemisation" (1986:72). Thus [ph] and [kh ] are replaced 
with [p] and [k], ie. the voicless stops Ipl and fk/ become unaspirated in word­
-initial or (stressed) syllable-initial position. 
Table 6 

Partial or compromise transphonemisation of consonants (i) 

English English Croatian 
HomographAllophones Phoneme Phoneme 

[p], [ph] ~ Ipl Ipl (p) 

[k], [kh] ~ fk/ fk/ (k) 

The allophones of 1:rJ - [.1] and [tl - are invariably realised as Ir! . This 
indicates that 1:rJ and Irl, represented orthographically by the homograph (r), 
are perceived as corresponding phonemes . The same is true for the phonemes 
Itl, Id/, Is/, IzI, In! and /lJ which in English are alveloars and which correspond 
to the Croatian dento-alveolars It/, Id/, Is/, IzI, Inl and /lJ. These phonemes 
therefore represent either a change in place of articulation, ie. It/, Id/, Is/, hl, 
In! and /lJ being articulated as denti-alveolars rather than alveolars, or manner 
of articulation, ie . l:rJbecoming a trill. 
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Partial or compromise transphonemisation of consonants (ii) 

English English Croatian 
HomographAllophones Phoneme Phoneme 
[~], [f] +-+ I:r/ -> Irl (r) 
[t], [th ] +-+ Itl -> It/ (t) 
[d] +-+ Id/ -> Idl (cl) 

[5] +-+ 151 -> 151 {s} 

[z] +-+ Izi -> Iz/ (z) 

[n] +-+ Inl -> In! (I)} 

[1], [t] +-+ 111 -> 111 m 

Although the glottal approximant /hl has a Croatian approximate equiva­
lent - voiceless velar fricative Ix! graphemically represented by h, partial or 
compromise transphonemisation does not occur. The reason for this is that 
since the 1~ century lxi has occurred less and less frequently and is no longer 
present in most Stokavski dialects (Brozovic & Ivic 1988: 13). Literary Croatian 
retained the velar fricative which, due to normative pressures exerted by the 
standard, is beginning to re-emerge in many regional vemaculars. While non­
-occurrence of Ix!, together with frequency of occurrence of other non-stan­
dard characteristics of regiolects is not measured from the interviews of all 
informants, the transcribed interviews of the informants (20, 49) whose ex­
ampIes are given above reveal that Ix! is not a phoneme within their Croatian 
phonological system. This indicates that for such speakers /h/ has no partial or 
compromise equivalent in Croatian and Ih/ is not transphonemised. Amongst 
speakers who do produce lxi in Croatian discourse it is not possible to observe 
if transphonemisation (i.e . process of allocation of phones in the recipient 
language) of /hl occurs as no (integrated) transfers containing /h/ in the 
English original are found. This contrasts with Surducki's (1976) findings from 
first-generation Croatian speakers. He finds that although Ix! is not present in 
many examples "u zivom govoru" ("in live speech"), he reports that sub­
stitution of /hl with lxi is far more frequent: 
" ... ipak je supstitucija E /h/ sa SH /h/* daleko cesca, kao da bilingvni 
pozajmljivaei eine poseban napor da to /h/ zadrze (npr. /hem/ ham, 
/hard/ hard, /habil hobby itd.") (SurduCki,1976:347) 
(" ... however, subsitution oJ English Ih/ with Serbo-Croatian /h/ (Ix!) is Jar 
more frequent, as iJ bilingual borrowers are making a special effort to retain /hl 
(Ix!) (e.g. /heml [xem] ham, Ihard/ [xard] hard, /habil [xabi] hobby etc.") 
(My translation.) 
(* SurduCki is referring here to the velar fricative Ix! which I give in brackets 
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Non-transphonemisation of consonants 

English English Croatian 
HomographAllophones Phoneme Phoneme 
fhl ~ (lxI) (h)x ---
The last group of phonemes, ml, 18/, Iwl and 1f)1 have no direct or approxi­
mate articulatory equivalents in the recipient language and are not replaced 




Non-transphonemisation of free transphonemisation of consonants 

English Croatian Phoneme 
Phoneme Replacement* 
181 x It/ 
181 x Idl 
Iwl x lvi 
1f)1 x In!+/91 
.. Homeland Croatian typically applies transphonemisation to the above 
four English-specific phonemes, resuJting in replacement with IV, Id/, lvi 
and In! + 191 respectively - see Filipovic 1990:30-31. 
Phoneme non-replacement appears to be contrary to the general tenden­
eies found amongst other consonants and vowels. The reason!s for phoneme 
non-replacement may be linguistic and/or sociolingwstic. 
The articulatory 'distanee' between these phonemes and recipient-lan­
guage phonemes may be a disincentive for transphonemisation in as much as 
the usual 'candidates' for replacement, ie . Isl or It/ for 18/; Izi or Idl for 18/; lvi for 
Iw/; In! + 191 for 1f)/, already function as the phoneme replacements for other 
donor-language phonemes. 
Transphonemisation of this group of phonemes is commonplace amongst 
first-generation speakers, the parents of the informants. Surduoo (1978) re­
ports that amongst first-generation informants, 18/, lai, Iwl and 1f)1 are in­
variably replaced with It/, Id/, lvi and Inl respectively (1978 :344-5). Stoffel 
(1981a) reports similar replacing of Iwl and 1f)1 amongst first-generation Croa­
tian speakers in New Zealand (1981a :246) while Jutronic-Tihomirovic (1985) 
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reports phoneme replacement for all four phonemes but does not indicate if 
this is specific to the first generation only (1985:29). From observation I note 
that a number of first-generation speakers are able to and do articulate some or 
all of the phonemes 18/, 10/, Iwl and IT)/, but it is their replacement by Croatian 
phonemes that is one of the stereotypical characteristics of English speech of 
the first-generation and therefore an indicator of first-generation 'member­
ship'. Phoneme replacement in monolingual English discourse and for Eng­
lish transfers in Croatian discourse is one of the proto-typicallinguistic char­
acteristics of this generation. 
The situation is different for the second generation. Second-generation 
speakers do not follow their parents' transphonemisation habits in mono­
lingual English discourse as they have native or native-like proficiency in 
English. Where in the context of this study there is an asymmetrie relationship 
between the two languages in regard to prestige and status there are likely to 
be few incentives for second-generation speakers to 'mark' their speech by 
changing the place and manner of articulation of phonemes when speaking 
the high-status language, English. When speaking Croatian the same may 
apply. Transphonemisation readily occurs for those English phonemes, in­
cluding 11/, which have identical or near-identical manner and place of artic­
ulation as recipient-Ianguage phonemes, but those English phonemes which 
do not have Croatian equivalents remain unchanged because this is one of the 
indicators of native or native-like proficiency in English, the high-status 
language, and membership of the second generation. Non-transphonemisa­
tion may be one of the linguistic means employed by one generational group 
in distinguishing itself from another. 
However, there is evidence from elsewhere in the sampIe that non-trans­
phonemisation of 18/, 10/, Iwl and IT)I is a linguistic feature indicating genera­
tional membership. Generational membership, as signified by ability to pro­
duce English origin items according to their original phonetic form in English, 
can be expressed through completely unintegrated forms (i .e. code switches­
either single or multiple items) . And this is what informants do. The incidence 
of code-switches (numbering 3968) is over ten times that of integrated lexical 
transfers. (Code-switching is, of course, a linguistic strategy not solely moti­
vated by Speaker's supposed need to position themself sociolinguistically, 
but, sociolinguistic inferences made on the basis (and type) of code-switching 
remain an inevitability.) This indicates that non-transphonemisation of 18/, 
10/, Iwl and IT)I is unlikely to be motivated by sociolinguistic factors. 
The motivating factor responsible for non-transphonemisation of 18/, 10/, 
Iwl and IT)I appears to be linguistic. The articulatory distance between 18/, 10/, 
Iw/, IT)I and any Croatian phonemes is perceived to be sufficiently great that 
transphonemisation ceases to be a felicitous option, or, replacement with the 
phonemes that homeland Croatian usually substitutes for 18/, 10/, Iw/, IT)/, 
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namely It/, Id/, lvI, In/+/g/, are also not seen as felicitous alternatives. In the 
absence of likely 'candidates' for substitution, importation remains the only 
option. 
5.0. Partially integrated transfers 
Partially integrated transfers are the consequence of the processes, sub­
stitution and importation operating at the same time. In the following phonetic 
transcriptions of transfers given in square brackets, those phones peculiar to 
Australian English are italicised. 
A. Single-word transfers with 'incomplete' phonological integration 
Some single-word transfers bear phonemes peculiar to each language: 
... Cistije nego sto se u operaciji radi ... uth~a.J~I1J, ['8Idteru], to je puno 6­
stije ... (53,M,32) 
... cleaner than when an operation is done ... in an (operating) the..a.Jre.. ['8Iata], 
it's much cleaner... 
... vise prodamo kola ce i tako dalje ... yeah ... i th~t~;j.t [oets it], yeah ... 
(62,F,19) 
... we seil more cakes and so on ... yeah ... and .tha..ts....i.t [orets it], yeah ... 
... i studirao science i zavrsio u kemiju ili l:Ji.Q~~I1}ij:L1 ['barjoukemiju] na 
kraju ... (58,M,27) 
. .. and I studied science and finished up doing chemistry or l!.i.Q<;:he..mi.s.try 
[bmioö'kenustli] ... in the end ... 
... i ovi filmovi iz H.Qij~.g~ ['holiwuda] koji su ... (7,M,21) 

... and these films from Hg[lY."f1ZQ.Q(/. ['holiwöd] which are . . . 

... bio sam u W.yJQ!:lZ-QQgq ['wulongo1)gu], to je isto samo ... (12,M,25) 
... I was in WQQll.Q.fl:g.Q.fl:g ['wulongoIJ] which is also just ... 
These examples reflect the findings of section 4.0 above. 
B. Multiple-word lexical transfers with 'incomplete' phonological 
integra tion . 
Syntagmatically associated multiple-word units such as compound nouns 
or Adj+N constructions with a high level of statistical co-occurrence may 
contain one or more unit which is completely integrated while the other unitls 
are represented with: 
i) the form of the original (English) units: 
... mi smo bili, znas malo plesali, imali ~Q<::jClLClI:in.l< [soufal dri1)k] i tako. 
(8,M,20) 
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... we were, you know, we danced a bit, we had aSQciql4rir.zJ<; [soufal driI)k] and 
so on ... 
Mislim da je u ~()llthJ~Ij [sauejari], nisam ... ni sam, er. .. certain, ali mi­
slim da je u ~().y.thJ~Jj [sauejari], i smo tamo ... (8,M,20) 
... I think that it's in SQythXCl.rTCl. [sauS jcc.la], I'm not ... I'm not, er ... certain, 
but I think that it's in$.Qyth:Xarrq and there we were .. . 
... po Viktoriji sam bila vec naI'hinipAÜ~f1:g [hIap ajlend], Mount 
Dandenong.(42,F,25) 
... around Victoria I've already been to PhiWp)s[Cl.r.z.4 [tilap aIland], Mount 
Dandenong ... 
ii) Croatian equivalents: 
... ljudi sto sidu ... auto, r:~l:>i~ [rabif] 1<~f1:.t~, svjetla, sve like ... kuca ... i 
sky ... (90,F,16) 
... people sitting ... a car, a m!J.!J.ü;h [.lAbif]!J.ir.z., lights, alllike ... a house ... and 
sky ... 
iii) or the multiple word transfers may be made up of unassimilated units 
from both languages: 
.. . isao radit u, znas, kao ... NQY(~Qy.th.w~l~~ [novi saue we.dz] za sest, 
sest. .. sedarn... (17,M,22) 
... then I went to work in, you know, like ... N.~'l()$(}I:lJhWaleEJ [nju saöB weIh] 
for six, six ... seven ... 
... um ... yeah, ja idem u W~?.t~.rD ... .w~st~rfll:>Qlr1i<:(l [westan bolnitsa] u 
Futskrej ... (5,F,17) 
... um ... yeah, I go to the We.EJlml.... W~s..t.~r11. ['westen] liQs.pit.Cl.! in Foots­
cray .. . 
Na Tazmaniji ... um... Juznoj Australiji, u .w.~~.t~.D.LA.llf>tr:C:!ljji ['westan 
aus'traliji] jos nikad ... (28,M,31) 
In Tasmania ... um ... South Australia, in We.s.t.~.AI:ls.tr..qli.q ['wesldn 
as'uerlja] I (haven 't) yet been ... 
... um, isto sam bio u ~()y.thA..l:1f>tr:<:I1.iji [saue aus'traliji] i ... vise puta u ... 
Juina Australija i ... (26,M,22) 
.. , um, also I have been to .~(}Y:.t.tz.Ays.t.!Eliq [saöB as'uedja] and ... many times 
in ... South Australia ... 
... ali najvise u Viktoriju ... kad ima JQDg Y.iJ'<.~D9 [l0I] vikend] ili ako 
imamo vremena ... (31,F,27) 
... but most ofall in Victoria ... when there's a [011.gWf,?f,?Jcgr.zq. [loI) wikend] or if 
we have time ... 
In the second last example, South Australiji is followed by its translated Cro­
atian equivalent, Juina Australija. It is not clear whether this 'correction' is 
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motivated by the informant's uneasiness with alternation occurring within a 
compound noun or a general desire to 'repair' transfers by giving indigenous 
equivalents immediately following the transfers. This type of 'repairing' was 
evident elsewhere in the interview. 
The form vikend in long vikend may itself be considered a phonologically in­
tegrated transfer. It is not c1ear exactly when vikend became a widely under­
stood and accepted loanword, however it did enjoy wide currency of use by 
the mid-1950s. It is a productive lexeme to which suffixes can be attached, e.g. 
vikendica 'holiday house', vikendas 'weekend holiday-maker', and was a form 
probably known to the informant's parents when they migrated in 1968. 
Nevertheless, SurduCki considers vikend both ahorneland loanword and a 
transfer found amongst emigres (1976:213) although the time of their de­
parture from the homeland (early 1920s to mid-1960s) was generally earlier 
than those in this study. 
C. Compromise Forms 
Some transfers appear to occupy a position somewhere between the Eng­
lish original and the Croatian equivalent: 
Tasmanialfasmanija 
[trez'mem(I)ja] > ... nisam bio u I~~IJ1_il,Diji ['tazmaniji], nisam jos 
['tasmanija] bio ... (21,M,27) 
... I haven 't been to ICl.tJ.1!1:{l.11i.Cl., I haven 't yet been ... 
Scots/Skoti 
[skuts] 
>... ovi Englezi sto su oni radili, ah, sa $/wttJ [fkots], ['fkoti] ne znam ... (67,M,22) 
... these English, what they did, ah, with the$.9.Qtti, I 
don't know ... 
LebaneselLibanonac 
[leban'iz] ~ 
... FO,n17n)ije Hrvat, on je 1iP.<:lIW:z. [liban'ez] ... (94, 
[li'banats] 
... he is not a Croat, he's (a) "'~kt:lrI:f!ti~ 
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dad/tata 
[dce:d] > ... ali, za ... mojJat [tat], moj otac ima biznes gore, 
['ta ta] pa yeah ... (18,F,20) 




['traditsiionalno]/ .. , ~;~~,~~;ekla, ah ... t.r~qt~ji':lJD()· ·· [tra'difijalno] 
... how would I say, ah ... tIqd:iliQt!:q) ... 
Compromise forms may consist of combinations of phonemes and/or mor­
phemes that may differ from one language but which still do not assurne the 
form of phonemes and/or morphemes of the other language. Without ad­
ditional information in regard to what is the usual choice of language of dis­
course and which language transfers habitually come from, it would be almost 
impossible to discern from which language these trasfers are 'based' and inta 
which language they are being integrated. 
6.0. Stability and variation in form 
Stability in form is defined as stability in the phonetic form of an item. This 
definition excludes phonetic changes or additions resulting from affixation of 
morphological markers. There are 15 referrents for which 54 varying phonetic 
realisations are recorded - almost 15% of the 363 lexical transfers. With the 
exception of Saint Albans which has four phonetic realisations, variation gives 
rise to two different phonetic forms. Variation often mirrors the difference be­
tween graphemic and phonetic form of the English original. The differing 
phones are highlighted with double underlining. 
... um, tata je napravio tu kucu kad je bila nova~rija ['~rija] ... (27,M,20) 
... um, dad built this house when it was a new (l!~q ['e~rij~] ... 
... Yeah, to je starailrij~ ['~rija], nema puno mladi, nema puno Hrvata 
tamo... (19,M,23) 
Yeah, that's an old !!:!~!!:, there aren 't many young people, there aren 't many 
Croats there ... 
.. . i onda su mi preporuCili da idem u ~ni ['.§iti] . .. , tamo je bolje ... i 
tako ... (53,M,32) 
... and then he recommended to me to go to the (;fty ['slti], it's better there ... and 
so ... 
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... u kino, idem van sa prijatelji u c:it.ijll ['tsitiju] ... , you know ... (90,F,16) 
... to the cinema, I go out with friends to thec;ity, you know .. . 
Hladno je ... i sve to nosiju <i~~k~t? ['d~kets] i sve to ... (56,M,21) 
Ws cold .. . and all are wearing jll:c;Jg?Jß ['d3~kats] and all that ... 
Nije hladno ... moieS vidit kako ljudi nosuclz.~J<~t~ [dz~'kete] ... i um ... 
(86,M,18) 
lt's not cold ... you can see how thepeople are wearing j(1,.9.kgi~ ... and um ... 
In another case, different realisations of diphthongs give cause to varia­
tion: 
' " bas smo prosli tjedan bili u jedan~C:ljI}i.:i': ['tf~jniz] restaurant... i bilo 
je ... (41,F,21) 
... just last week we were at a (hi1Jeße. ['tfaIniz, tfal'niz] restaurant. .. and it 
was ... 
... volim puno UC~iDi:i': ['tf~jniz] restorane da idem ... ah ... i malo 
junk-food isto, znas ... (84,M,20) 
llike to go a lot to .(hi.ne.sß restaurants ... ah ... and a little junk-Jood as well, you 
know ... 
Variation is also determined by application and non-application of mIes: 
a) Phonological assimilation mle operating in some varieties of Croatian: 
velar nasal ~ bilabial nasal / __ bilabial: 
Oh, isto sam bila UK~ID.1::>.~ri ['kamberi] ... to je prije ... tri, cetiri godine ... 
(62,F,19) 
Oh, l've also been to(anQI!r.!ll: ['k~nb(a)la] ... that was ... three, Jour years 
ago ... 
Nisam, samo sam bila u Ka.D1::>..~.r:tI ['ka[!bem] u jedanaesti razred, tu smo 
isli sa .. . sa .. . (22,F,17) 
I haven't, l've only been to ((1,.Tl.QI!r.!Cl in year eleven, there we went with ... 
with ... 
Other instances are apparent as idiosyncratic mispronunciations: 
... zelila bi, um... da nastavim nesto sa $illQ19gi.ji [.§ihiologiji] .. . vidit cu 
kako ide ... (62,F,19) 
... I would like, um ... to continue something with ps.ycltp}Qgy ['sad<otad3i] . .. 
l'll see how it goes .. . 
.. . 	um ... pfi.:i':ij()l()gikC:l [Qfizijologika] . . . psychology i human develop­
ment... ah, pfi:i':ij9!9ciiÜC:l [Qfizijolod3ija] . .. (88,F,17) 
... um ... ps.YfhQ.l.qgy .. . psychologlJ and human developmen t ... ah, PtiY.c.hq!qgy· .. 
The name of the suburb Saint Albans [seInt Jtbanz] or [sant Jtbanz] (speak­
ers with 'broad Australian' pronunciation may produce [SA'In .Jtbanz] or even 
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[sar .:>baz]) in which there is a high concentration of Croatian-speakers is 
realised in four different ways: 
... momentalno zivim u $ajl1tAJI::J<:il15. [sgjnt albans], ah . .. tamo zivi m od 
osamdeset osme... (25,M,31) 
... at the moment l'm living in$~irzLA]ka}1?, ah ... l've been living there since 
'88 ... 
ISla sam isto u$..~l1tAli1:>a.l1.s. [s~nt alibans], zove se, zvala se Holy 
Eucharist. .. to je ... (62,F,19) 
I also went to $airzLAZ.k~rz.?, it's called, it was called Holy Eucharist. .. that's 
only ... 
Yeah . .. ona je u deseti razred, ona ide u CRC $~l1t .AJl::Ja.l1.5. [s~nt 
albans] ... (62,F,19) 
Yeah ... she's in year ten, she goes to CRC$~inJAlb.~rz.? ... 
Mm ... ne, ja nisam isao u skolu, kad smo zivjeli u$.~l1LAJI::Ja.l1§lJ.. [sant 
albans] ... yeah ... (92,M,16) 
Mm ... no, I didn't go to school, when we were living in $~111tAll:J~n? .. yeah ... 
By far the most widespread pronunciation is the latter one, Sant Albans, 
given eleven times by various informants. Realisation appears to be based on 
transphonemisation of the schwa [al rather than diphthongised [eI] pronun­
ciation in Saint, as [eI] is generally transphonemised as [e] or [ej]. The gra­
phemic shape of the English original is also likely to favour transphonemi­
sation to [al. 
Variation is not statistically infrequent and not unexpected. Variation in 
type and form of the phonological integration of identical transfers is recorded 
in other treatments in the area, e.g. SurduCki., 1976; Filipovic, 1990; Leoni, 
1991. Here again it is found that variation is primarily due to the realisation of 
differences between either phonetically based or graphemically based 
models, while various realisations resulting from differences in integrating 
phonotactically non-corresponding consonant or vowel combinations appear 
to be of secondary importance. 
7.0. Conclusion 
The data underline the following. Phonological integration is a relative 
rather than absolute concept, firstly depending on linguistic competence (and 
eventually sociolinguistic profile) of Speaker. At the same time integration 
may represent substitution with recipient language phones or substitution 
with phones which are 'somewhere between' corresponding phones from the 
respective codes or phonological competences of Speaker. Here again, pho­
nological integration is seen as a relative rather than absolute process offerring 
a continuum of phonetic possibilities. As is shown here, substitution of /8/, 
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18/, Iwl and Irjl is not a felicitous option as it is in homeland Croatian which 
indicates that according to phonological competence of Speaker, transphone­
misastion can be constrained by perceived linguistic distance between pho­
nemes. Myers-Scotton (1993) points similarly to the influence of Speaker's 
competence and sociolinguistic factors which result in variation in type and 
degree of phonological integration. In a different language contact situation 
(Kenya) Myers-Scotton (1993) locates similar psycho-sociolinguistic causes for 
non- or partial integration to ones operating in the present study: higher 
socio-economic prestige of the language which is the donor language; the 
'flooding' of power-laden speech events by the socially dominant language; 
prominence of socially dominant donor language in the educational system 
accessed by Speaker (1993: 177). 
Variation in form, affecting nearly 18% of lexical transfers is also a pro­
minent characteristic . While variationists, most notably Labov (1966), Bailey 
(1973) and Bickerton (1975), have demonstrated that what was previously 
considered to be 'free variation' is in fact governed by laws, examples of 
variation here do not pattern in any particular way, either according to context 
or position of item in discourse, or according to gender or age of informant. 
Variation is more likely to be a consequence of a variety of factors - a) non­
-established patterns of phonological integration amongst second-generation 
informants (and possibly amongst first-generation members who are the 
Croatian linguistic models of the informants); b) absence of macro-linguistic 
forces which codify and formalise incoming elements within a speech com­
munity; c) difficulty with which Speaker's Croatian communicative com­
petence, acquired, in a functionally restricted environment, phonologically 
'takes on' items not part of the (homelfamily) domain in which Croatian was 
acquired. Variation and the extremely low number of English-origin items 
which are phonoligcally integrated indicates that second-generation speakers 
generally do not 'transphonemise' and the low percentage of phonogically 
integrated transfers may reveal that their usage is also marked. 
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Fonoloska integracija engleskih transfera u hrvatski jezik: 
primjeri iz hrvatskog govornog jezika Australaca hrvatskog 
podrijetla, pripadnika druge iseljeniCke generacije 
Sazetak 
U ovom je tekstu pokazan i istrazen proces fonoloske integracije (proces sup­
stitucije fonema iz jezika davaoca fonernima iz jezika primaoca) leksiCkih trans­
fera podrijetlom iz engleskog jezika u hrvatskom govoru pripadnika druge iselje­
niCke generacije u Australiji. Pri izboru hrvatskih fonema koji ce zamijeniti en­
gleske foneme primaran je faktor izvorni fonetski oblik transfera, a sekundaran je 
faktor njegov grafemski oblik. Pokazuje se da se australskoengleski samoglas­
niCki fonemi kojima nema odgovarajuä.h ekvivalenata u hrvatskom sustavu sa­
moglasniCkih fonema (npr. odredeni jednoglasnici, dvoglasnici, troglasnici) za­
mjenjuju hrvatskim fonemima koji su im najblizi po mjestu tvorbe, tj. vrsi se dje­
lomicna ili kompromisna transfonemizacija po definiciji R. Filipovica (1978). To 
vrijedi i za suglasnicke foneme koji takoder podlijezu procesu potpune ili djelo­
mime transfonemizacije, izuzev skupine odredenih fonema, 18/, lai, Iw/, 1f)/, koji 
cuvaju svoj izvomi oblik i ostanu "netransfonemizirani". Prema tome mogu se 
pojaviti razliCiti oblici unutar kojih irna i promijenjenih i neprornijenjenih fone­
ma, pa se moze ustvrditi da je fonoloska integracija viSe relativan nego apsolutan 
proces. Taj se proces moze predstaviti skalom od fonema iz jezika davaoca s jed­
ne strane do fonema iz jezika primaoca s druge, gdje se dopusta supstitucija fo­
nemima oja se fonetska vrijednost nalazi bilo gdje na toj skali. Dakle, integracija 
pojedinog transfera moze u cjelini biti ili djelomicna ili potpuna. 
Postoje lingvisticki razlozi, a mozda i sociolingvistiCki, za "netransfonernizaci­
ju" skupine suglasnika 18/, lai, Iw/, 1f)/. Po mjestu tvorbe osjeca se da je udaljenost 
tih fonema od bilo kojih hrvatskih fonema takva da njihova zamjena hrvatskim 
fonemima, odnosno njihova transfonemizacija, ne bi predstavljala umjesnu opci­
ju. Po sociolingvistickim kriterijirna njihova "netransfonemizacija" moze se sma­
trati pokazujucom oznakom poznavanja engleskoga, pa i generacijske pripadno­
sti govomika. U korpusu medutim ima i dosta dokaza koji tomu sociolingvistic­
korn faktoru ne govore u prilog, odnosno da je rnnogo veca vjerojatnost da se ge­
neracijska pripadnost izrazava putern drugih jezicnih modela, npr. prijelazom 
usred govora u engleski jezik (mde-switching). 
Kljucne ri jeCi: hrvatski jezik, engleski jezik, transfonemizacija, prijelaz s 
jezika na jezik 
Key words: Croatian, English, transphonemisation, code-switching 
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